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Section 1
social science a science (the pursuit of systematic and formulated knowledge) that is applied to human
behaviour
economics the study of how people use their limited resources in an attempt to satisfy unlimited wants
microeconomics the economics of individual parts or sectors of a national economy
macroeconomics the study of features of national economies
growth an increase the quantity that an economy is able to produce
development an improvement in the living standards of the average person in an economy
sustainable development economic development for one generation that will not impact negatively on
the living standards of the next generation
utility the satisfaction derived from the use of a good or service
opportunity cost the cost of an economic decision in terms of the next best alternative foregone
production possibility curves a curve showing the maximum potential output of an economy that
produces only 2 goods, with all available resources and best technology used to make either good
market economy an economy where resource allocation is determined mainly by market forces of
demand and supply

Section 2
monopolistic competition a market in which there are many buyers and many sellers, with very low
barriers to entry and a degree of product differentiation
oligopoly an industry where there are a few large firms which take up majority of market share,
significant barriers to entry and a very low degree of product differentiation
demand the quantity of a product than buyers are willing and able to buy at a given price per unit time
supply the quantity of a product suppliers are willing and able to supply at each price per unit time
maximum price a price ceiling (market restriction not allowing price of product to rise above it)
imposed by the government and set below the equilibrium price / [diagram]
price elasticity of demand the responsiveness of the quantity demanded of a product to a change in its
price

cross-elasticity of demand the responsiveness of the quantity demanded of one product to a change in
price of another good

income elasticity of demand the responsiveness of the quantity demanded of a product to a change in
income (of buyers)

price elasticity of supply the responsiveness of the quantity supplied of a product to a change in its
price

negative externalities costs to a third party (who takes no part in the decision to produce/consume)
caused by the production or consumption of a product [diagram]
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Section 3
economic growth an increase in the real output of an economy over time, measured as an increase in
real GDP; an increase in the potential output of an economy through an increase in the quantity/quality
of resources [diagram]
economic development the reduction/elimination of poverty, inequality and unemployment within the
context of a growing economy; improvement in the living standards of the average person; the
reduction of absolute poverty and an increase in the distribution of basic necessities (such as food,
drinking water, shelter)
---an improvement in welfare measured from a number of viewpoints, such as monetary measures,

health measures, education measures etc
Gross Domestic Product the total value of all (final) goods and services produced within an economy
over a period of time (usually one year)
real GDP the total value of a nation’s output generated from resources within its boundaries, over a
given period of time, and adjusted for inflation
recession at least 2 successive quarters of negative (economic) growth in an economy
supply-side policies policies designed to increase aggregate supply (shift the AS curve to the right)
[diagram]
unemployment rate the percentage of the labour force who are willing and able to work but who are
not employed
inflation a general sustained increase in prices across the whole economy
consumer price inflation a sustained rise in the general level of prices of consumer goods
deflation a general sustained decrease in prices across the whole economy
indirect taxation a tax on a good or service imposed by the government (on expenditure)

Section 4

free trade trade without government imposed restrictions
dumping the sale of a commodity on a foreign market at a price below the price in the exporter’s
domestic market / below production costs
World Trade Organisation an international body that encourages the reduction of trade barriers
between its member nations
current account (balance) the difference between revenues earned from exports of goods and services
and expenditure on imports of goods and services (summed with net investment, net incomes and net
current transfers)
exchange rate the price of a currency expressed in terms of another & [example]
floating exchange rate the price of a currency in terms of another that is determined according to
market forces of supply and demand in the foreign exchange market
(currency) appreciation an increase in the value of a currency expressed in terms of another currency,
as a result of market forces in the foreign exchange market (in a floating exchange rate system)
depreciation a fall in the value of a currency measured against another currency (due to market forces
in the foreign exchange market) in a floating exchange rate system
terms of trade the indexed ratio of average export prices to average import prices
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Section 5

poverty cycle a cycle in which people have insufficient income to obtain a basic standard of living –
low income leading to low savings to low investment to low productivity, leading back to low incomes
official aid financial or other assistance given from the government of one country to the government
of another country, through bilateral or multilateral means
infrastructure the background capital that is necessary for an economy to function, such as
roads/transport, telecommunications, sewage treatment and other utilities
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Economics
Section 1: Introduction to economics
● social science: a science (the pursuit of systematic and formulated knowledge) as applied to humans

economics:
● microeconomics: the economics of individual parts of national economies

macroeconomics: the study of the features of national economies

● growth: an increase in the amount / quantity that an economy is able to produce
development: an improvement in the living standards of the average person
sustainable development: economic development for one generation that will not impact (negatively) on the

livings standards of the next
● positive economics: economics that involves factual and testable statements that are

either correct or incorrect
normative economics: economics that involves subjective, political or opinion statements

● ceteris paribus: “All other things being equal”

● scarcity: unlimited wants + limited resources / factors of production  relative scarcity
factors of production:

land – “gifts of nature”
-- payment: rent

capital – products deliberately made for the purpose of producing other goods / services
-- payment: interest

labour – human effort (physical and mental) used in production
-- payment: wages

entrepreneurship/enterprise – the form of human resource which organises all the other factors of
production, for the purpose of producing goods & services

-- payment: profit
-- functions: management – organising resources

ownership – providing finance
bearing risk – accepting responsibility
invention / innovation

● choice: utility – the satisfaction derived from the use of a good / service
opportunity cost – the opportunity foregone (ie. the next best alternative), due to the decision to use
resources towards something
free good – a good that is in abundance (is relatively abundant)
economic good – a good that is scarce and therefore demands a price (is relatively scarce)
production possibility curves – a curve showing the maximum potential output of an economy given
that: the economy makes only 2 goods

resources can be used to produce both goods
all available resources and the best technology is used
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● rationing systems: 3 economic questions – What to produce?
How to produce?
For whom to produce?

● mixed economies:
Aspect central planning (public) free market (private)

Resource ownership no individual ownership
centralised

private ownership

Pattern of
participation in
decision making

government decisions / centralised
-decisions “move outwards” from
planners, one person tells next
person what to do

-decentralised
 there is economic freedom

-consumers make buying decisions
-entrepreneurs make production decisions

Mechanism used to
achieve goals

5 year plans
1 year plans
input-output models
-all production is related and linked
together in plan

market/price mechanism:
-increase in consumer demand

shortage, so price rises
good more profitable, so supply increases
resources allocated to production of good

increases
-vice versa for decrease in demand

Incentives used medals/awards/decorations
fines/penalties
(wage differences are limited, fixed
by planners – little wage incentive)

income and profit
-to increase profit costs are minimised

efficient resource use
development of new technology

What to produce? planners decide determined by consumer demand

How to produce? planners decide
-a guarantee of full employment

 gross overstaffing

determined by producer
-choose method that minimises costs

For whom to
produce?

-planners determine incomes &
distribution of goods
-subsidised prices on basic goods

 widespread shortages

determined by income
-income is determined by the resources
contributed to production

●
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● advantages / disadvantages of market economies and planned economies
Aspect planned economy market economy

Consumer sovereignty /
resource allocation 

unwanted goods are
overproduced, wanted goods
are underproduced – wastage
of resources


consumers determine what producers
produce through purchases – no
wastage on unwanted goods

Efficiency / degree of
wastage - -less wastage on unnecessary

duplication (of natural
monopolies)
-no consumer sovereignty
-no price signals
-bottle necks in complex plans
reduce efficiency
-wastage on planning

- -see above
-profit encourages efficient resource
use
-wastage on duplication
-wastage on advertising etc
-no planning wastage

Innovation


no profit motive
plan must be adhered to,
∴unwise to take risks


profit incentive to innovate (lowers
production costs = more profit)

Flexibility


production is interlinked, plans
cannot be adjusted to demand 

market responds quickly to changes
in demand

Economic freedom


planners decide what is
produced – no individual
decision possible


consumers decide what to buy,
producers decide what to produce
can make individual decisions

Public goods


government provision


no profit can be made from supply –
not supplied

Stability / inflation
control 

fixed prices eliminate inflation
stable economic growth 

optimism boom/inflation
pessimism recession/unemployment
no steady growth

Unemployment


planning ensures jobs for all
overstaffing is a consequence 

unemployment during recession

Equality / income
distribution 

wages are fixed
income distribution controlled 

income determined by amount of
resources contributed to production
-many resources high income
-few resources low income

Externalities /
environmental damage - -in theory no profit motive for

external damage/cost
-no private ownership results
in environmental damage

- -external costs incur no private cost
-profit not affected
-private ownership means care of
environment

Exploitation


no private profit motive to
underpay workers 

profit – firms want to cut costs
-poor safety standards
-low wages
-high prices in uncompetitive markets

Achievement of
national goals 

national focus instead of
individual focus 

focus on individual goals

Living standards /
choice and quality of
goods


-poor quality – plan targets
must be met
-wanted goods are scarce


-market responds to changes in
demand for goods
-competition encourages higher
quality

●
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● transition economies: (from planned to mixed / market)
causes of transition: disadvantages of planned
processes: introduction of private property ownership

-privatisation of state-owned firms by sale or voucher
deregulation of price / price controls removed – market signals “enabled”
wage controls removed – incentive to work etc.
state subsidies cut
foreign investment allowed / new trading partners found (USSR case especially)
exchange rates introduced

problems: slow adjustment to new capitalist values and legal systems (eg. lack of property rights)
-lack of entrepreneurs
-people “ripped off” by entrepreneurs

fiscal crisis – much less revenue for government due to decrease in taxes, profits from state firms
collapse of traditional trade flows (eg. USSR)
high inflation – prices rise when price controls and subsidies removed
high unemployment – jobs lost when overstaffing eliminated from state enterprises
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Section 2: Microeconomics
● market: any situation where buyers/demanders and sellers/suppliers can interact

may be local, national or international

● market structures:
Characteristic Perfect / pure

competition
Monopolistic
competition

Oligopoly Monopoly

Number and size
of firms (sellers)

Very many small firms Many small firms 2-4 dominant firms,
possibly some other
smaller firms

One firm – occupies
whole industry

Number of
buyers

Type of product homogenous slight differentiation homogenous /
very similar
(differentiated by
conditions of sale /
characteristics of
product)

homogenous (more
likely) or
differentiated

Barriers to entry nil very few significant total

Other -individual firms are
price takers – no
control over price
-government supports
industry research &
development

-firms have little
control over price
-costs of running firm
are high
-wide consumer
choice

firms are
interdependent –
respond to rivals’
actions

generally aim to
operate in elastic
region of demand
curve

Examples agriculture
wheat farmers
orchardists

retail
trades/services
restaurants / cafés
hairdressers

telecommunications
airlines
banks
pizza retail (ie. Pizza
Hut, Dominos are
dominant firms)

Australia Post (50c
letter)
gas / water (natural
monopolies)
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● price signals and resource allocation: goods that are in high demand and are therefore scarce demand
a high selling price – this attracts producers to the market as high price means higher profit

 goods in high demand are produced in preference to those not in demand
 resource allocation is efficient

● demand: the quantity buyers are willing and able to buy at a given price per unit of time
law of demand: The quantity demanded decreases as the price increases and vice versa.

downwards sloping demand curve

Determinants of demand - factors affecting market demand (other than price) / “autonomous factors”:
-cause a shift of the whole demand curve
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Factor Causing increase in demand Causing decrease in demand

[diagram]

Household real income increase in real income decrease in real income

Tastes, preferences, fashions move in favour of product move in opposition to product

Advertising successful advertising unsuccessful / less advertising

Health aspects improves health detrimental to health

Weather favours product goes against product

Change in price of substitute price of substitute increases
(this product is now relatively

cheaper)

price of substitute decreases
(this product is now relatively

more expensive)
Change in price of complement price of complement decreases price of complement increases

Population higher population lower population

Expectations about prices expect higher future prices
(buy more now)

expect lower future prices
(buy more later)

note: A move along the curve is caused by a change in the price of the good or a change in the quantity
demanded of the good, and is termed an expansion or contraction in demand.  A shift of the whole curve is
caused by a change in an autonomous factor, and is termed an increase or decrease in demand.
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● supply: the quantity of a good or service suppliers are willing and able to supply at each price per unit of
time
Law of supply: As price increases the quantity supplied increases.

upwards sloping supply curve
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Determinants of supply – factors affecting market supply (other than price) / autonomous factors:
-cause a shift of the whole supply curve

Factor Causing increase in supply Causing decrease in supply

[diagram]

Taxes decrease indirect taxes
(drops curve by amount of tax)

increase indirect taxes
(raises curve by amount of tax)

Subsidies increase subsidies
(drops curve by amount of

subsidy)

decrease subsidies
(raises curve by amount of

subsidy)

Costs of production lower production costs
(make product more profitable)

higher production costs
(make product less profitable)

Level of technology improved technology decreased level of technology

Seasonal influences / weather favourable conditions unfavourable conditions

Price of producer substitute price of producer substitute falls price of producer substitute rises

Producer preferences in favour of product against product

Exports decrease in exports increase in exports

Imports increase in imports decrease in imports
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● interaction of demand and supply: equilibrium market clearing price and quantity is established where
demand and supply curves meet – when established the market is said to be “at equilibrium”.

● At P1:  QD1 > QS1  shortage
∴ price is bid up by keen buyers

● At P2:  QS2 > QD2  surplus
∴ price decreases to clear surplus

● At PE:  QS = QD  no shortage or surplus
∴ no tendency for price to change; market is at
equilibrium

● price controls:
maximum price / price ceiling: imposed below equilibrium price so that the product is affordable for all
-results in a shortage, which produces: queueing

waiting lists
ration vouchers to equally distribute good
A black market with illegal higher prices may develop where D meets
QS.

-solutions to shortage: subsidise private producers to increase supply (clears shortage)
government could supply the shortage
allow imports to increase supply

minimum price / price floor: imposed above equilibrium price to protect suppliers’ income (eg. rural
producers)
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-results in surplus: Those able to sells at minimum price receive good income, but those who hold surplus
potentially receive no income.
A black market may develop at lower price where QD meets S.

-solutions to surplus: government buys surplus (increases demand)
suppliers paid to leave industry (decreases supply)
Buffer stock scheme – excess can be stockpiled and resold when market is strong (ie PE
> Pmin)...only successful where prices in market fluctuate

commodity agreements: where the supply of a product is limited through producer quotas (eg OPEC)
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● price elasticity of demand (PED / PεD): the responsiveness of the quantity demanded to a change in price
(in relative terms)

If: > 1, demand for product is price elastic (as %ΔQD > %ΔP)

= 1, demand for product has unitary price elasticity (as %ΔQD = %ΔP)

< 1, demand for product is price inelastic (as %ΔQD < %ΔP)

D1: perfectly inelastic demand
D2: relatively inelastic demand
D3: relatively elastic demand
D4: perfectly elastic demand
D5: D curve with unitary elasticity
along whole length (rectangular
hyperbola)

Determinants of price elasticity of demand:

Goods with price elastic demand Goods with price inelastic demand
many close substitutes few/no substitutes

non-essential / luxury good essential / necessity

big budget item small budget item

non-addictive Addictive

durable non-durable

May be a cheap complement to an expensive good
eg. petrol (complement to car)
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● cross-elasticity of demand: the responsiveness of the quantity demanded of one good (X) when the price of
another good (Y) changes

-If cross εD = 0,  goods are unrelated
-If cross εD is +,  goods are substitutes (the more positive, the closer the substitutes)
-If cross εD is -,  goods are complements (the more negative, the stronger the complements)

● income elasticity of demand (YεD): the responsiveness of the quantity demanded of a good to a change in
income

-If | YεD | > 1, good is income elastic
-If | YεD | < 1, good is income inelastic

normal good: a good where an increase in income results in an increase in the quantity demanded of it
∴ its YεD is positive +

inferior good: a good where the quantity demanded decreases as income increases
∴ its YεD is negative -

● price elasticity of supply (PES / PεS): the responsiveness of the quantity supplied of a good to a change in
price

-If | PεS | > 1, supply of good is price elastic
-If | PεS | = 1, supply of good has unitary price elasticity
-If | PεS | < 1, supply of good is price inelastic

S1: perfectly inelastic supply
S2: relatively inelastic supply
S3: relatively elastic supply
S4: perfectly elastic supply
SU: curves with unitary PES

determinants of price elasticity of supply:
Goods with price elastic supply Goods with price inelastic supply

short production period long production period

production not at full capacity production at full capacity

able to hold stocks / non-perishable not able to hold stocks / perishable

long time frame (of measurement) short time frame (of measurement)

many producer substitutes few producer substitutes

● applications of concepts of elasticity:
PED and business decisions: the effect of price changes on total revenue:
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To increase TR:
-If D is price elastic

 decrease prices
-If D is price inelastic

 increase prices
-If D has unitary price elasticity

 keep prices the same (TR is at maximum)

PED and taxation:
-indirect taxes decrease the supply / raise the S curve by the amount of the tax

An indirect tax on goods with
price inelastic demand collects
more tax than one on goods with
price elastic demand.
∴ taxes on tobacco, petrol

alcohol are common

Significance of income elasticity for sectoral change as economic growth occurs:
-Production in developing countries consists mainly of primary sector industries (eg basic food crops,
minerals) producing goods that have mostly income inelastic demand.

-As global incomes increase, this means demand for the countries’ produce does not increase much 
countries’ exports do not increase.

-But as incomes within these countries increase, domestic consumers’ demand for secondary/tertiary sector
income elastic goods increases (through conspicuous consumption) imports into countries increase.

 Trade balance is unfavourable/worsens.
Solution: Some developing countries have access to income elastic goods (but must be sustainable)

eg timber, seafood, tourism export and improve trade balance
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● reasons for market failure:
positive and negative externalities:
In the market system: consumers buy products to satisfy private wants

 only recognise private benefits of product
However: total benefits = private benefits + external benefits

external benefits/positive externalities: positive effects on external parties who had no part in the decision
merit goods: goods with external benefits

Merit goods are underproduced:
ie.  QE is less than Q optimal

Solutions:
legislation
direct (government) provision
subsidies
advertising to encourage

Also, in the market system: suppliers produce products according to consumer’s demands
only recognise private costs of production and ignore external costs

external costs/negative externalities: negative effects on external parties who had no part in the decision
demerit goods: goods with external costs

Demerit goods are overproduced:
ie.  QE is greater than Q optimal

Solutions:
legislation
subsidies on better substitutes
taxation
tradeable permits
extension of property rights
advertising to discourage

short-term and long-term environmental concerns:
-see negative externalities
sustainable development...

lack of public goods:
pure public goods: will not be produced in a free market situation as private suppliers cannot make profit
from their production, due to the following characteristics:

-cannot exclude non-payers – “free rider” problem
-the extra/marginal cost of an extra user is zero
-
eg. defence, policing, street lights

Solutions: direct government provision through taxation

underprovision of merit goods:
-see positive externalities
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overprovision of demerit goods:
-see negative externalities

abuse of monopoly power:
Strong market competition should result in low prices and good quality, ie the market is “self-regulating”.

eg.  perfect competition, monopolistic competition (do not require strong regulation apart from
misleading advertising laws)

But markets with few firms (oligopoly and monopoly) are uncompetitive and need regulation to prevent
restrictive trade practices – practices that restrict competition.

eg.  collusion
price agreements
resale price maintenance
exclusive dealing
monopolisation
price discrimination
merger
takeover
collective boycott

[In Australia: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC)
Trade Practices Act]

Solutions: legislation

● possible government responses:
legislation:
Laws to render practices that lead to market failure illegal (decreases demand/supply).
-examples:

positive & negative externalities / merit & demerit goods: school leaving age, environmental laws
environmental concerns: fishing regulations
abuse of monopoly power: Trade Practices Act

direct provision of merit and public goods:
Where the government provides these goods, thus increasing supply and achieving Q optimal – is usually
funded through taxation.
-examples:

positive externalities / merit goods: healthcare

lack of public goods: street lighting, defence

taxation:
[Direct taxation may be used to fund government provision of merit/public goods.]
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Indirect tax on a good to the value of its external costs decreases supply and thus achieves Q optimal.  Taxation
revenue can then be used to remedy remaining external costs.
-examples:

negative externalities / demerit goods: cigarette tax

environmental concerns: petrol tax

subsidies:
Subsidies increase the supply of goods, enabling Q optimal to be attained.
-examples:

positive externalities / merit goods: subsidised education

negative externalities / demerit goods: subsidising a “better” substitute for demerit good

environmental concerns: (see negative externalities / demerit goods)
[lack of public goods: ??? ]

tradable permits:
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Tradable permits are distributed to limit the provision of a demerit good to acceptable levels.
They may be auctioned off – the highest bidders are those who need the resource the most.
Once obtained the licences may be sold from one producer to another – an incentive to find/use “better”
methods/technology with less externalities and so not requiring a licence.

-examples:
negative externalities / demerit goods:
environmental concerns: commercial fishing licences

extension of property rights:
The ownership of a resource or environmental asset is an incentive for the owner to take care of it, as when
its value increases they receive direct benefit.

advertising to encourage or discourage consumption:
Successful advertising will either increase or decrease the demand for a product, hopefully to attain Qoptimal.
-examples:

positive externalities / merit goods: positive advertising for children’s literacy (increases D)
negative externalities / demerit goods: negative advertising against smoking (decreases D)
environmental concerns:

international cooperation among governments:
...
-examples: environmental concerns:...
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Section 3: Macroeconomics
3.1 Measuring national income
● circular flow of income: to give structure to the national economy by classifying the economy into sectors

● methods of measurement: to total the value of production of the firms sector
income:
The values of all four payments for factors of production – rent/land, wages/labour, interest/capital,
profit/entrepreneurship – that contribute to the production of each and every good and service are totalled.

GDP at factor cost = rent + wages + interest + profit
= R + W + I + π

[This results in a figure for the total income derived from each product, and therefore its value.  When
summed, this calculates the value of all production in the firms sector.]

expenditure:
The total spending on final goods and services (finished products) is totalled according to who these products
are purchased by:

households: consumption
firms –the producing firm: investment

-other firms: investment (in stocks)
government: government spending
overseas customers: exports

However, national income only counts the value of domestic products  spending on imports must be
subtracted.

GDP at market prices = consumption + investment + government spending + exports – imports
= C + I + G + (X – M)

output:
The sum of production of all firms is calculated by totalling the value added by each firm to each product.
The value added is equal to the sales of each firm in the “production chain” minus the value of intermediate
goods (to avoid the “double counting” intermediate firms’ production).
The change in stocks of the firm must also be taken into account.

GDP at market prices = value added by all firms
= (sales – value of intermediate goods + Δ stocks) of all firms

● distinction between:
gross & net: Gross National Product (GNP) vs Net National Product (NNP)
During the process of producing goods and services, capital resources depreciate.  This loss of resource
value represents a loss of income – depreciation.
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“Net” takes this depreciation into account:
NNP = national income = GNP (at factor cost) – depreciation of capital

national & domestic: Gross Domestic Product (GDP) vs Gross National Product (GNP)
GDP is the value of all goods and services produced in an economy, in a given time period.
Some of the income generated from this production does not belong to the citizens of the country – it is sent
overseas.  Likewise, there is some income that is earned overseas that is not included in GDP.
“National” takes this into account:

GNP = GDP + overseas property income earned – property income paid overseas
= GDP + net overseas property income

nominal & real: real GDP/GNP/NNP/National Income vs nominal GDP/GNP/NNP/National Income
GDP/GNP/NNP/National income measures are recorded in current year prices and dollars (nominal).
Inflation may inflate the prices used in calculations.
“Real” takes this into account:

Eliminates effects of inflation by use of index numbers to deflate nominal figures

total & per capita: GDP/GNP/NNP vs GDP/GNP/NNP per capita
The size of an economy (and so its national income) can be affected by its population.
Per capita measures allow the national incomes of countries to be compared regardless of population.

eg GDP per capita =

3.2 Introduction to development
● economic growth: an increase in the production of goods and services over time

It is measured by calculating national income (GDP/GNP/NNP).
● economic development: the reduction or elimination of poverty, inequality and unemployment within the

context of a growing economy
It should lead to a general improvement in the living standards of the average person.

● differences between economic growth and economic development:
-see Section 1: · choice –diagrams showing economic growth and economic development
...

● GDP vs GNP as measures of growth:
GNP measures the amount of income actually belonging to the people of the country, not foreign investors
etc.  GDP measures the income stemming from production in the country.
∴ ...

● limitations of using GDP as a measure to compare welfare between countries:
-income distribution: Income distribution may be uneven, that is, the average income is not the amount that
the majority of people receive.  Developing countries often have an elite high-income group along with
widespread poverty.
-different costs of living in different countries: Average income may have differing purchasing power ($
value may not accurately reflect amount of products able to be bought).
-exchange rates (to US$): Conversion to US$ using the market exchange rate may not accurately reflect cost
differences between the countries – currency may be overvalued or undervalued.
-non-market production: Informal markets that are ignored in official statistics may exist, thus some
production is not counted (eg subsistence farming).
-non-financial factors: Other factors that affect standard of living are not factored in: environmental,
security/safety, political freedom etc
-type of production: Production that is focused on capital goods (as opposed to consumer goods) does not
add to welfare – eg spending on military goods.
-work-leisure balance: Leisure adds to welfare but has no $ value (ie no. of hours worked per week).
-collection methods/errors/falsification of data: Poorer countries may have poor data collection.  Political
interference with data may occur.

● allowance for differences in purchasing power when comparing welfare between countries:
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Some of the difference in purchasing power between countries may be allowed for through the use of
purchasing power parity (PPP).  The relative cost (usually compared to in the USA) of a standard basket of
goods is measured in terms of points (USA = 100 points), and this may used to adjust average income or
GNI per capita figures.

eg GNI per capita Cost of a basket of goods relative to USA
Country A: local A$4000 80 points
Country B: local B$2000 65 points

In PPP terms, country A has:

GNI per capita = $4000 × = US$5000
In PPP terms, country B has:

GNI per capita = $2000 × = US$3077
● alternative methods of measurement:

sectoral transition:
Economic development should lead to a decline in agricultural production and employment, and an increase
in manufacturing, and then service industries.  That is, low income countries tend to be dominated by
agriculture and developed countries by services.

human development index (HDI):
Composite social indicators such as HDI and Physical Quality of Life index attempt to produce a broader
quantitative measure of development.  Several social indicators (see below) are statistically combined to
result in a numerical figure representing the extent of development.
The Physical Quality of Life index combines life expectancy at birth, infant mortality and adult literacy.

HDI combines GDP per capita (PPP-adjusted), life expectancy at birth and adult literacy (aims to
measure longevity, knowledge and income).  The weighting of the 3 aspects may vary – the index may be
adjusted for gender disparity and income distribution.
This combination results in an average deprivation index – a number between 0 (no human progress) and 1
(maximum human progress).

social indicators:
These relate to the 3 “core values” of economic development: life sustenance, self-esteem and freedom/ability
to choose – but most prominently life sustenance.
Development should result in the improved provision of basic needs and the elimination of absolute poverty.
That is, improved access to food, water, shelter, health services etc and possibly rising incomes, access to
education, more income equality and employment opportunities.

examples: calorie intake / protein intake (food)
square metres of floor space (shelter)
life expectancy / infant mortality / people per doctor or nurse (health services)
literacy / % primary and secondary school attendance (education)
income distribution quintile figures (income equality)

changes in social structures/attitudes/institutions:
Economic development often requires or results in changes in social structures, popular attitudes and national
institutions.

social structure: family – less focus on family, more focus on individual
tribal loyalties – can result in conflict and civil war which hinder development

popular attitudes: enterprise – acceptance of risk-taking / possible business failures
innovation – new methods, as opposed to traditional methods in production
personal advancement – advancement of the individual and their higher

income/wealth
discipline – acceptance of discipline of the workplace (punctuality etc)

national institutions: land ownership – ownership is an incentive to improve land and crop yields (a
portion of the crop is not being given away as rent to a landlord
as in subsistence farming)

style of government – democratic government
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banking structures – acceptance of banking and lending
administration – an honest and transparent public service, no bribery/corruption
education/training programs – acceptance if are against traditional beliefs

(eg  education of women)

● problems of measuring development:
-statistical/data collection errors
-broadness of definition of development
...

3.3 Macroeconomic models
● aggregate demand – components: Aggregate demand (AD) is the total amount of goods and services (ie

real GDP) that will be purchased at each general price level (GPL).
AD represents total expenditure:

= consumption + investment + government spending + net overseas exports
= C + I + G + (X – M)

The AD curve is “downwards” sloping:
-As GPL rises, the real spending power of a given nominal income decreases  AD is reduced
-If GPL rises, local prices are less competitive and so M↑ and X↓  AD is reduced
-As GPL↑, real value of savings↓, so to maintain real wealth people may cut back on spending AD↓
-If people borrow to maintain spending, interest rates↑ so C and I fall  AD is reduced

● aggregate supply: The total supply by the business/firms sector
There are 2 time frames that apply to aggregate supply (AS) – short-run and long-run.
This is due to the “time-lag” between the adjustments of resource markets and those of goods and services
markets.
short-run aggregate supply (SRAS):
Where goods and services markets have adjusted to equilibrium, but resource markets have not.
(Many resources are subject to long-term contracts, so prices cannot change until end of contract.)
ie  Resource prices are assumed to be constant in nominal terms.
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long-run aggregate supply (LRAS):
Both resource markets and goods and services markets are assumed to have attained equilibrium.
∴ LRAS is a vertical line at the “full employment” level of real GDP, as any increase in GPL is matched by
an increase in resource prices real profit is constant and so production is unchanged.

● full employment level of national income: where LRAS is along x-axis (real GDP) –see above
● equilibrium level of national income: (short-run equilibrium?)
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● inflationary gap & deflationary gap: ???
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● diagram illustrating trade/business cycle:

Business cycle
stage

Boom Downturn Trough Upturn

-Consumer
confidence

-Consumption

very high decreasing low increasing

-Business
confidence

-Sales & profits
-Investment

very high decreasing low increasing

aggregate demand very high decreasing low increasing

Unemployment low increasing very high decreasing

Inflation high decreasing low increasing

Economic growth strong slowing low/negative increasing

Trade balance worsens: X↓ M↑ improves: X↑ M↓ strongly positive worsens: X↓ M↑

tax receipts very high Less very low more

welfare & u/e
payments

low More high less

budget position good/surplus likely worsens bad improved

fiscal policy contractionary:
T↑ G↓

expansionary:
T↓ G↑

expansionary:
T↓ G↑

contractionary:
(T↑) G↓

monetary policy tight:
interest rates↑

loose:
interest rates↓

loose:
interest rates↓

tight:
interest rates↑
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3.4 Demand-side and supply-side policies
● shifts in the aggregate demand curve / demand-side policies:

AD`: increased AD
AD``: decreased AD

fiscal policy:
Fiscal policy is government budgetary policy:

If tax↓ and government spending↑, AD increases
-increases C (more after-tax income to spend)
-increases I (more incentive to invest)

If tax↑ and government spending↓, AD decreases

interest rates as a tool of monetary policy:
The changing of the money supply, and so interest rates, affects the level of AD.
[This is often left to the central bank of a country: eg Reserve Bank of Australia, US Federal Reserve.]

If interest rates↓, AD increases
-increases C (more after-interest income to spend, more desire to borrow to spend)
-increases I (less costly to finance projects)

If interest rates↑, AD decreases

consumer expectations:
If expectations improve, AD increases.

-C increases due to better job security (strong economy)
-I increases due to strong current and predicted sales/profits

If expectations worsen, AD decreases.

overseas sector / exchange rates:
Appreciation is when the exchange rate for the local currency increases and buys more overseas currency.
Depreciation is when the exchange rate for the local currency decreases and buys less overseas currency.
If local currency depreciates, AD increases.

-X increases as price of exports is lower for overseas customers – demand for exports increases
-M decreases as the price of imports is increased – demand for imports decreases

● shifts in the aggregate supply curve / supply-side policies:
SRAS (only?) will shift when the costs of productive inputs change – eg wages, raw materials, electricity, oil
When production costs increase, SRAS decreases.  When production costs decrease, SRAS increases.
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Factors which shift the potential output (productivity) will shift LRAS, and so also shift SRAS.
These factors are changes in the quantity and quality of resources, and technological improvements.

Quantity and quality of resources: for example:
Land – clear/reclaim land for use, discover minerals, increase access to fishing/hunting
Labour – employment of women, immigration, more education/training, improved health
Capital – increase in savings increased used of capital, invention of new capital/R&D
Enterprise – increase number and quality of entrepreneurs

Technological improvements: (in both physical and human capital)

“Microeconomic reform”: (the above + policies to increase productivity)
Labour
tax reform – (increase indirect tax and) lower income tax to increase incentive to work and enterprise
welfare reform – tighter rules take away the disincentive to work of generous welfare
industrial relations reform – productivity-based wage negotiations incentive to be more productive

– less union power as unions raise cost of labour
– less wrongful dismissal laws

Enterprise
tariff reduction – increases import competition, local firms more efficient/productive
privatisation / increased competition – private firms more profit focused, more efficient/productive
less government red tape – will increase business and enterprise activity

key industry reform – lowers the cost of business inputs: financial sector, transport
infrastructure – improvements in infrastructure eliminate bottlenecks and inefficiencies

● strengths and weaknesses of these policies:
The strength and validity of these policies can be measure against the macroeconomic goals of government:
full employment, economic growth, price stability/low inflation, external balance.
Demand-side policies:

Can achieve full employment, economic growth and external balance (increase AD), but at the expense
of price stability – increased GPL  inflation.
[Fiscal vs monetary......]

Supply-side policies:
Can achieve all goals (increase LRAS/SRAS) – in case of employment, the natural rate is decreased and
thus more employment.
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3.5 Unemployment and inflation
● full employment and underemployment:

full employment: Full employment is not 100% employment. It is the level of unemployment consistent
with the rate of natural unemployment (frictional, structural, seasonal, (hardcore) –see below).  This does not
include cyclical unemployment.
Underemployment may occur when a full-time job seeker accepts a part-time job – they are now not
unemployed, but underemployed.  [Disguised unemployment is where firms are overstaffed – either in an
attempt to produce low unemployment rates (planned economies) or to keep experienced workers.  Workers
in these situations may have little to do.]

● unemployment rate:

unemployment rate =

unemployed: workers who are able and willing to work but who do not have jobs
labour force: the percentage of the population of working age (over 15) who are willing and able to

work (ie the number of employed + number of unemployed = participation rate)
=population × % working age × participation rate

● costs of unemployment:
-loss of foregone production in the economy; economy operates inside PPC

 inefficient, lower living standards
-government budget position worsens: unemployment benefit payments increase, tax receipts decrease

 other worthwhile government programs cannot be financed

The unemployed suffer large reductions in income and personal poverty.
-social costs of unemployment:

private costs (to the unemployed person): poor health, low self-esteem, boredom/isolation, financial
hardship, substance abuse

external costs: family stress, vandalism/petty crime
● types of unemployment:

structural: when the structure of the economy changes
-significant loss of jobs in certain industries due to fall in demand for a product, or a shift in the geographical
location of production

-includes regional u/e (result of a dominant industry in an area) and technological u/e (human skills replaced
by technology)

-unemployment is reasonably long-term

frictional: due to workers entering/re-entering workforce or switching between jobs on day data is collected
-high frictional u/e during a boom (less risk in changing jobs), low in a recession (more risk)
-unemployment is short-term

seasonal: in occupations that are seasonal – have a busy working season and an off-season
eg  tourism, fishing, agriculture

cyclical / demand-deficient: widespread, general u/e associated with the business cycle
-occurs during recessions, as aggregate demand (C + I + G + X – M) is too low the achieve full employment
/ the natural rate of u/e

[diagram – recessionary gap?]
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real wage: where the price of labour (real wage) is above the equilibrium price of full employment
-due to legislated minimum wages above the clearing wage (a price floor for labour)
-due to strong union power winning high wage outcomes that flow on to other workers

● measures to deal with unemployment:
structural: quickly retrain the structurally u/e
frictional: improve the information stream from employers to job-seekers about job opportunities
seasonal: train workers in skills for employment in the off-season
cyclical / demand-deficient: government policy, [demand-side / supply-side policies]
real wage: restrict union power, remove/lower minimum wage

● definitions of inflation and deflation:
inflation: a general sustained increase in prices
deflation: a general sustained decrease in prices

● costs of inflation and deflation:
-inflation:
inequity: savers & borrowers – savings lose value; assets financed by loans gain value

exporters & importers – local exporters charge higher prices-X↓; imports are cheaper-M↑
financial asset holders & real asset holders – financial holders lose; real holders gain
price makers & price takers – price makers-monopoly/oligopoly- can raise prices; takers can’t
fixed income earners & talented / in demand – fixed incomes can’t increase, ∴real incomes↓

trade balance worsens – X↓ M↑ –see above
distorted investment, speculation – people buy existing assets, less new productive investment
lower business confidence – unpredictable prices increase risk less investment, so less employment
accounting problems – unable to predict future prices of capital equipment, so hard to plan ahead
industrial unrest – workers want wage increases to maintain real wage
less saving – disincentive to save  less investment  less productivity
wastage of resources – administration changes
-deflation:
......

● causes of inflation:
cost push:
Increases in costs push up prices of finished products.
Due to costs of: raw materials, wages, utilities (water/electricity/telecommunications), imported product
May also be due to monopoly/oligopoly firms making profits

demand pull:
When extreme demand (C+I+G+X–M) occurs and supply struggles to satisfy it, inflation may occur.
Widespread shortages cause prices to be bid up inflation.
Boom conditions exist, ie full employment.

excess monetary growth:
If the money supply increases (money is printed) without the quantity of goods increasing, inflation results.
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equation of exchange: M × V = P × Q
M: money supply, total $ spent
V: velocity of circulation
P: average price
Q: quantity of goods

V is assumed to be constant in the short-/medium-term.
 If M rises > Q rises, then P will rise (inflation)

3.6 Distribution of income
● direct taxation: tax liability targeted at one person on the basis of income

eg  income tax, company tax
Incidence (person who pays the tax) is the same as impact (person levied tax – physically transfers $)

● indirect taxation: a tax imposed on spending
eg  cigarette tax, petrol tax, GST
Incidence = consumer, impact = retailer

● progressive taxation: as income increases, the marginal tax rate increases (on the extra income)
-tax brackets increase with income
-the proportion of income paid as tax increases with income
eg

Tax bracket ($) Marginal tax rate
0-10000 0 cents per dollar
10001-50000 30 cents per dollar
50001+ 50 cents per dollar

∴ someone with an income of $80000 would pay:
(50000-10000) × $0.30 + (80000-50000) × $0.50 = $27000 in tax

● proportional taxation: (flat tax) the proportion of income paid in tax is the same for everyone
eg  30% of income paid whether one has income of $30000 or $200000
-marginal rate of tax = average rate of tax

● regressive taxation: the proportion of income paid in tax is less for those with higher incomes, and more for
those with lower incomes
-marginal rate of tax < average rate of tax

● transfer payments: welfare payments from the government to the households sector
When combined with progressive taxation, income is effectively transferred from high income earners to
lower income earners.
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Section 4: International economics
4.1 Reasons for trade
● differences in factor endowments: different countries have different resources that enable them to produce

certain products at lower cost
-eg Scotch whiskey, tourism from Uluru

● variety and quality of goods: trade enables a better match between wants of consumers and the products
able to satisfy them, through greater variety.
Products may also be of better quality, as countries produce those products in which they already have
expertise and resources.

● gains from specialisation: quality of products increases as countries can devote more resources into one
area, in which they specialise

● political: trading partners often have improved international relations, and a reluctance to go to war with
each other.
Trade increases cultural diversity and understanding.

4.2 Free trade and protectionism
● definition of free trade: where there are no government imposed restrictions on trade
● types of protectionism:

tariff: a tax imposed on imports
-increases price of imports making local products comparatively more competitive

-WTO preferred, as any producer willing to pay the tariff can compete openly global efficiency

quota: a number limit on the amount of imports allowed into a country
-guarantees local producers a proportion of the market

-quota allocated by import licences, which are auctioned off to highest overseas bidders
-overseas producers without licence cannot compete at all – barrier to entry
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subsidy: a payment made by government to local producers on each unit produced
-gives local producers advantage over importers by effectively reducing costs of production

voluntary export restraint: a self-imposed limit on the amount of exports a country exports
-guarantees local producers market share
-usually applied when exporter faces threats of more formal protection measures
administrative obstacles:
-act as a disincentive for exporters, especially if only low volumes of exports
health and safety standards:
-local producers are unaffected, as all must abide by standards
-exporters may not wish produce an extra line of product to meet standards, especially in low volumes
environmental standards:
-see above

● arguments for protection:
Infant industry: (valid)
High initial costs (factories, training, marketing) may mean that newly established local producers will find it
difficult to compete with established overseas producers. Thus protection can provide time for local
producers to establish.
Protection should be short/medium-term, structured and phased out over a given period of time, or else
inefficiency may result.

Efforts of a developing country to diversify:
Due to comparative advantage, excessive specialisation may occur in a free trade environment. There is
large risk – if the major industry in a LDC fails – wider economic problems. Diversification, through
protection, reduces risk.
However, increased protection may reduce real living standards – tariffs cause price increases; subsidies
mean more taxes.

Protection of employment:
Protection expands local industries, creating employment.
But this employment is in inefficient industries (thus requiring protection) and resources could be better
devoted to efficient productive industries export potential, higher incomes. Inefficient industries will
eventually disappear and relocate to countries of comparative advantage.

Source of government revenue:
Tariffs may be a significant source of government revenue for some LDCs.  Removal may cause hardship.

Strategic arguments:
self-sufficiency (valid)

Means to overcome a balance of payments disequilibrium:
Ideally exports and imports into and out of a country should be balanced – trade balance. Removal of
protection may create a flood of imports and a negative trade balance.
Instead of imposing protection, inefficient import-replacement industries could be closed, and resources
reallocated to competitive export industries.  The rise in exports should compensate for increase in imports.
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Balance of payments problems may be solved in other ways – see Section 4.7.

Anti-dumping: (valid)
When a country has an oversupply of a product that is unsaleable within the country, it may sell the product
overseas at extremely low prices (in an attempt to recover some revenue). Local producers cannot compete
with these prices, and so will disappear.  The local country must now import the product.
Protection should be short-term only.

● arguments against protection:
Inefficiency of resource allocation:
Protected industry will expand, and more resources are allocated to an uncompetitive and inefficient industry.
National efficiency is less.
Costs of long-run reliance on protectionist methods:
-entrenched inefficiency may occur in the industry...
Increased prices of goods and services to consumers:
Tariffs, quotas and subsidies all cause prices to be artificially high above the world price.

(see diagrams above)
The cost effect of protected imports on export competitiveness:
......

4.3 Economic integration
● globalisation:

-trade: integration of goods and services markets, WTO
-foreign investment: integration of capital markets
-free movement of labour integrates labour markets
-international agreements/decisions/relations: United Nations, WTO etc

● trading blocs: groups of countries who agree to liberalise trade amongst themselves
free trade areas (FTAs): free trade between FTA members, but members still impose tariffs on non-members

wishing to export into their country
eg  Australia-US FTA, North American FTA (US, Canada, Mexico, Chile)

customs unions: an FTA, but with a single uniform tariff for non-member countries wishing to export into
union

common markets: all of the above, also with free movement of labour (no work permits), capital and
enterprise

eg  European common market

4.4 World Trade Organisation (WTO)
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● aims: to promote global free trade – creates multilateral trade
agreements, rules which all members must follow

acts as forum to hear disputes between members:
-certain standards must be met for membership (currently 148 members)
-membership gives equal access to all other members’ markets
-all members are treated the same (but LDC given longer timeframes to comply with rules)
-total consensus (from all 148 members) must be achieved for a rule to be instated
-holds “rounds of talks”: eg  the Doha Round

WTO favours tariffs (open, visible competition) over other forms of protection
http://www.wto.org/

● success and failure viewed from different perspectives:
-Low protection achieved on manufactured goods, banking, telecommunications...
-attempts to protect intellectual property, prevent piracy
-Very slow progress on agriculture, textiles -footwear and clothing (LDCs have comparative advantage), as
high subsidies in EU / USA and high tariffs in developed countries...has caused some conflict

4.5 Balance of payments
-a systematic record in monetary terms of a country’s transactions with the rest of the world
-a financial document that categorises and compares money inflows and outflows resulting from international
transactions

● current account: contains regular or recurring transactions whose results are felt during
the current period

-consists of four sections: net goods / balance on merchandise trade
eg  exports, imports

net services
eg  travel, education services, telecommunications services

net incomes
eg property incomes: rent, interest payments, dividends, profits from foreign

investment
net current transfers

eg  gifts, (non-capital) foreign aid, pensions/taxes/refunds from overseas
● balance of trade: balance of visibles: see net goods above, tangible goods only included

= goods credits (exports) – goods debits (imports)
● invisible balance: total on net services, net incomes and net current transfers above

= service/income/current transfer credits (money inflows) – debits (money outflows)

● capital account: records international capital transfers, loans and investments; transactions are large,
irregular and have long-lasting effects
-consists of 2 main sections: capital (transfers) account

-net capital transfers = capital transfer credits – debits
eg  money transfer with immigration, some foreign aid

-net acquisition of non-produced, non-financial capital
eg  intellectual property, patents, trademarks

financial account
-net investment = investment credits – debits

direct investment: results in control of the enterprise by foreign investors
portfolio investment: purchase of shares/bonds in overseas companies
other investment: eg offshore borrowing, lending abroad

-net reserve assets
eg  central bank transactions with foreign currencies/monetary gold

-net errors and omissions
On the balance of payments: overall credits = overall debits

(see Section 4.6 –floating exchange rate)
∴ this section reflects inaccuracies in data collected; it “balances” the whole account
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4.6 Exchange rates
● fixed exchange rates: where the exchange rate (ER) has a constant value in terms of overseas currency

-ER is set by government / central bank and not market forces
● floating exchange rates: where the ER is determined by market forces – demand and supply in the foreign

exchange (forex) market

Demand for local currency is comprised of credits to the balance of payments (foreigners wanting to pay
money into country require the local currency):

-goods & services exports; incomes, current transfers paid into country
-foreign investment, loans into country
-central bank buying local currency

Supply of local currency is comprised of debits to the balance of payments (locals wanting to pay money to
overseas require foreign currency, and thus sell some of their local currency):

-goods & services imports; incomes, current transfers paid overseas
-foreign investment, loans to overseas countries
-central bank selling local currency

● managed exchange rates: ......
● distinction between:

depreciation and devaluation: floating ER depreciates; fixed ER is devalued (decrease in value)
appreciation and revaluation: floating ER appreciates; fixed ER is revalued (increase in value)
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● effects on exchange rates of:

Factor Effect on
demand Effect on supply Effect on ER

Trade flow
-exports increase, imports decrease
-exports decrease, imports increase

increase
decrease

decrease
increase

appreciates
depreciates

Capital flows / interest rate changes
-FI into country increases, FI overseas decreases
-FI into country decreases, FI overseas increases
-local interest rates rise (loans into ↑, loans out ↓)
-local interest rates fall (loans into ↓, loans out ↑)

increase
decrease
increase
decrease

decrease
increase
decrease
increase

appreciates
depreciates
appreciates
depreciates

Inflation
-local inflation increases (exports ↓, imports ↑)
-local inflation decreases (exports ↑, imports ↓)

decrease
increase

increase
decrease

depreciates
appreciates

Speculation
-predict that ER will appreciate
-predict that ER will depreciate

increase
increase

appreciates
depreciates

Use of foreign currency reserves
-central bank buys local currency
-central bank sells local currency

increase
increase

appreciates
depreciates

4.7 Balance of payment problems
● consequences of a current account deficit or surplus:

Deficit:
In the short-term, exports have decreased or imports have increased (comparatively)

(X-M) is more negative  AD is decreased:

YE falls to YE`: less growth, more unemployment

GPLE falls to GPLE`: less inflation

Longer-term: trade deficit causes depreciation of ER
 AD increases, because exports ↑ (are relatively cheaper), imports ↓ (are relatively more expensive)
X and M are re-balanced

LDCs: current account deficit means capital and financial account surplus
 build up of foreign debt due to foreign investment (loans)

[indicated by appreciating ER, as D for currency increases]
 increase in interest payments on loans

[ER depreciates slightly as payments are made and S increases, but overall ER has appreciated]
 current account deficit worsens...(cycle) debt trap

Surplus:
Short-term: [AD increased – more growth, less unemployment, more inflation]?
Longer-term: [AD decreases as ER appreciates...X and M re-balanced]?

● methods of correction:
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Managed changes in exchange rates: (very short term)
If current account deficit (depreciated ER), central bank buys local currency  D ↑, ER appreciates
If current account surplus (appreciated ER), central bank sells local currency  S ↑, ER depreciates

Reduction in aggregate demand / expenditure-reducing policies: (short-medium term)
-contractionary/expansionary fiscal policy (T and G); tight/loose monetary policy (interest rates)

If current account deficit, decrease AD  lowers M  helps rebalance trade balance, reduces deficit
Also decreases inflation, increasing global competitiveness  rebalances trade

-M may also be reduced by increasing domestic savings:
Eg. superannuation, reducing government deficit (running a budget surplus)

If current account surplus, vice versa.

Change in supply-side policies to increase competitiveness: (long-term)
For deficit – increases efficiency, international competitiveness; boosts exports and import replacements

Protectionism / expenditure-switching policies: (medium-term, longer may be harmful)
Increasing level of protection reduces imports, reducing any current account deficit.
S of currency decreases, and ER appreciates.
However, may be prevented by WTO or long-term entrenched inefficiency may result.

● consequences of a capital account deficit or surplus:
Surplus may lead to debt trap, especially in LDCs

(see consequences of a current account deficit or surplus)
Surplus corresponds to current account deficit, whilst deficit corresponds to current account surplus.

4.8 Terms of trade
● definition of terms of trade: measures average export prices relative to average import prices

(price index is a measure of average price)
In the base year, X price index = M price index = 100, ∴ ToT index = 100.

● consequences of a change in the terms of trade for a country’s balance of payments and domestic
economy:
Ceteris paribus, improved/more favourable ToT should increase X revenue, whilst decreasing M spending
balance of trade and current account deficit should improve, ER appreciates.

● the significance of deteriorating terms of trade for developing countries:
LDCs generally have primary industry exports (minerals, food) whose PεD is inelastic.
∴ fall in price means large decrease in export revenue.

 ToT worsens, along with trade balance and current account deficit
 may fall into debt trap...
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Section 5: Development economics
5.1 Sources of economic growth and/or development
● natural factors: the quantity and/or quality of land or raw materials:

Increases in quantity/quality shift PPC outwards, as productivity is increased.
This should result in raised incomes & living standards  development.
Quantity

open up land to development
clear land
reclaim land
exploration for mineral/oil/coal/gas resources

Quality
land ownership reform
irrigation
fertilisers
high yield strains
foreign investment / foreign aid

● human factors: the quantity and/or quality of human resources:
Labour and enterprise resources:

Resource Quantity Quality
LABOUR Female participation

-child care provisions
Migration
Change school leaving age
Less unemployment benefits
Communication between employers & jobseekers
Retraining initiatives / skills management

Improved health services
Education/training
-foreign investment / foreign aid

ENTERPRISE Government support for new businesses
Property rights
Culture of entrepreneurship
Education
Decrease business tax
-microfinance
-foreign investment

Training
Mentoring programs

● physical capital and technological factors: the quantity and/or quality of physical capital:
Quantity

promote savings to fund capital
microfinance / low interest rates
government assistance/incentives
foreign investment / foreign aid

Quality
research & development – government funding
technology transfer (trade / FI)
foreign investment
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● institutional factors that contribute to development:
Institutions: the structures and rules by which an economy operates
banking system
provides liquidity (money) for investment
intermediary between savers and borrowers (see circular flow model)

 payments system for supply chains (wholesalers & retailers)
 “start-up” capital for enterprise – especially microfinance in LDCs

education system
if accepted by population, provides rapid rates of growth

 higher productivity  higher incomes  expanded tax base, supports infrastructure / R&D
 participation in political process
 better health & population control
 female empowerment

health care
raises productivity
complements education
May be provided by employers – foreign investors/firms
infrastructure
the basis for an economy to function efficiently
eg. roads/ports/airports, telecommunications, water/electricity supply, efficient financial sector

 enables market operation
 worker & resource mobility
 competition
 higher productivity

political stability
prevents internal conflict and civil war

 implementation of long-term goals/policies
 attracts foreign investment / foreign aid
 law & order: property rights, competition law, commercial law

5.2 Consequences of growth
● externalities:

When consumers buy, they do not consider the external costs of demerit goods they buy
 negative externalities

When suppliers sell, they do not consider the external benefits of merit goods they sell
 positive externalities

As growth occurs, the scale of markets and the buying and selling within them increases, and so the effect of
positive and negative externalities also increases (ie Qoptimum not being produced).
This may result in moral dilemmas and unsustainability, as future growth may be restricted by the negative
effects.

● income distribution:
If productivity increases faster than population (ie real GDP per capita rises)

 more wants can be satisfied
 greater range of products means greater choice & better technology

 living standards improve
Since overall development occurs, reduction in absolute poverty should result.

But these benefits may only be reaped by those with already high incomes, leading to inequality in income
distribution.  This is supported by evidence from Australia/USA/Russia and SE-Asia/CE-Europe.

● sustainability: growth which ensures that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their needs – intergenerational equity
-Environmental damage is a negative externality:

eg resource depletion, ecosystem destruction, generation of waste
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-As growth occurs, environmental damage per unit growth will increase as production expands
exponentially.
-This damage may affect future growth/generations – over-fishing now means no fish in the future.

Sustainable “growth”

Unsustainable growth

5.3 Barriers to economic growth and/or development
● poverty cycle:

● institutional and political factors:
ineffective taxation structure
May have narrow tax base as:

-requires good record keeping, skilled taxation officers, law enforcement
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-difficult to collect business and income tax from informal markets (especially in LDCs)
-low profit tax to encourage domestic and foreign investment
-foreign investors may avoid tax by shifting profit offshore

LDCs rely heavily on indirect tax and import tariffs
are regressive taxes, ∴ disadvantage low income earners

Reduced government revenue means less provision of public/merit goods and budget deficits
borrowing

lack of property rights
Property rights: grant ownership and legal rights to use of assets

 generate income; collateral for loans and investment
Eg. Land ownership reform:

-In a landlord-tenant relationship where rent is a proportion of crop, there is a disincentive to increase
productivity as this increases rent. Landlord often has no interest in improving land.  Land cannot be
easily transferred to family – a disincentive to improve it.

-Land reform through compensation provides incentive to increase productivity and raises incomes.
-Property rights for women can be very beneficial, as it is complementary to children’s health/education,
savings, entrepreneurship and politics.

political instability
Stability requires:

transparent and fair governance & equal / democracy (poor leaders will be replaced)
universal law and law enforcement
open, free justice system / legal institutions
-separation of government, law enforcement and justice  prevents nepotism and corruption

Instability:
reduces property rights
means lack of security  reluctance to invest
produces civil war: refugees, displacement
not attractive to foreign investors

corruption
results from lack of transparent governance, law enforcement and press/media
related to low government wages
correlated with low HDI

-discourages investment due to high risk
-encourages tax evasion
-nepotism results in inefficient allocation and use of resources: less provision of public/merit goods;
ignore environmental issues

-distrust in the government
-increasing crime rates

unequal distribution of income
more absolute poverty
higher crime rates
low earners can’t save / high earners spend on imports  decreases local demand  less growth
high earners exploit government/economy  welfare payments, provision of basic goods suffer
trickle-down economics assumes a closed system (ie without conspicuous consumption)

formal and informal markets
due to:

overly formalised regulation
poor property rights
poor administration/supervision

often subsistence farming and parallel markets in LDCs
Informal markets increase efficiency of resource allocation
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But: -loss of income and production in formal economy due to unfair competition  poor tax base
-exploitation of workers, illegal practices may occur

lack of infrastructure
increases costs of trade
encourages rural-to-urban migration  pressures large cities  slums/shanty-towns
poor health and education facilities
reduces market efficiency and competition

● international trade barriers:
overdependence on primary products
-although often LDCs have comparative advantage in commodities, these goods are price inelastic:

Lower prices mean a dramatic decrease in export revenue  declining terms of trade
-widespread protectionism against agricultural imports (especially by EU and US)
-lack of diversification makes LDCs susceptible to risk of bad ToT and drought/natural disaster etc

consequences of adverse terms of trade
Lower export prices and higher import prices means:
-reduced export revenue
-increased import expenditure

 decreases aggregate demand:

 depreciates a floating currency:

consequences of a narrow range of exports
Economy will be very susceptible to changes in price, demand, supply shocks, protection etc

may lead to declining ToT
protectionism in international trade
Agriculture is heavily protected (subsidised) by US and EU.  This reduces world prices and market share for
exporters  low export revenue from protected goods & services.

● international financial barriers:
indebtedness
Country borrows and loan may not produce expected benefit/income:

debt must be paid off
interest must also be paid (debt restricts the acquisition of imports; restricts technology transfer)
 country resorts to more borrowing to pay off loan and interest
∴ DEBT TRAP
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Effect on balance of payments:
current acct deficit (C&F surplus) increased debt increased interest debits larger CAD

non-convertible currencies
Countries may attempt to over-value their currency (eg with respect to US$)

 undervalues US$ in the currency  excess demand & black market {D/S diagram for US$}
 country attempts to impose exchange controls/limits

 nobody trades this currency
Trade and FI are difficult... Exporters must trade at overvalued official exchange rate – effectively an export
tax.

capital flight
People/governments in LDCs may transfer earnings to a developed country, looking for lower risk and higher
returns (interest rates).
Due to: -corruption, poor legal & democratic institutions

-instability
-exchange rate misalignment
-global financial deregulation enables capital flight

Development funds may be diverted for personal use, whilst the country as a whole accrues debt.
Less funds for investment in the country
Aid donors and foreign investors are wary of country

● social and cultural factors acting as barriers:
religion
Religion may influence an individual’s right to choose  interferes with market development
May prevent the acceptance of technology/science/healthcare...  barrier to development
culture
May be contrary to entrepreneurship/investment/risk-taking
May prevent women from entering labour force, or limit their education
tradition
see above
Limits individual choice and opportunity
Racial/tribal conflicts and loyalties may exist, preventing the operation of a free market
gender issues
Women may be restricted from working
Girls may not be educated
Females may have choices made for them, and be unable to set up businesses etc

5.4 Growth and development strategies
● Harrod-Domar growth model:

-assumes a closed economy with no government
 by circular flow model, savings ratio corresponds to investment ratio

OR
Thus to increase growth:

1. Increase savings ratio s.
2. Lower capital-output ratio k, ie increase productivity of capital.
Achieved by foreign aid or foreign investment – loans or capital transfer

But:
-unrealistic assumptions
-does not account for depreciation of capital
-ignores human capital and infrastructure required to complement physical capital
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● structural change / dual sector model: the view that economic development is the progressive move from
an economy based primarily on agriculture to a capitalist-based industrialised economy
-linked to rural-urban migration

Lewis transition model
TRADITIONAL SECTOR MODERN SECTOR

agricultural capitalist-industrial

low productivity
(high underemployment)

low marginal productivity of labour

growing productivity
(firms’ profits reinvested)

increasing demand for labour
* INCENTIVE TO MOVE FROM TRADITIONAL MODERN *

no opportunity cost of lost labour
(assume marginal productivity = 0)

more labour enables economic growth

surplus labour eradicated
wages rise due to competition for labour

productivity enables wage rises
more savings etc

INCREASING INVESTMENT BUILDS CAPITAL AND SPEEDS TRANSFORMATION

But:
-urban job creation is not as strong as predicted
-urban unemployment is high
- rural wages remain much lower than urban wages
-capital intensive production destroys jobs

● types of aid:
bilateral, multilateral
Bilateral aid occurs where one country directly transfers funds to other.  Negotiations are held between the
two countries.
Multilateral aid occurs when countries place money with an international agency (eg UN, World Bank) who
then distribute the aid.
grant aid, soft loans
Grants are interest-free, non-repayable gifts.

-often used for long-term projects, eg infrastructure
Soft loans are low-interest, long-term loans, which may be repayable in the recipient’s currency.

-can be used for long-term projects, eg schools, roads, hospitals
official aid
Official aid or official development assistance is the sum of all bilateral and multilateral aid.
It does not include aid from charities or non-government organisations (NGOs).
tied aid
An agreement is made between the donor and recipient country:
Project tied aid is designated towards a specific project

-ensures aid is not used for military/corruption purposes
-the project may benefit donor in that it develops resources required by them
-takes decision away from recipient

Procurement tied aid is bilateral aid used by the recipient to buy goods & services from donor country
-supports donor’s local industry and balance of payments
-prices may be inflated, reduces real value of aid
-technology/goods may not be appropriate to recipient country’s situation
-may be an export subsidy in disguise

● export-led growth / outward-oriented strategies:
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Policies which support free trade, foreign investment (capital flows)
-usually newly industrialised countries

*Initial high protection*

↓
New infant industry

(but with domestic competition)

↓
Increased efficiency over time

↓
Lower protection in gradations

↓
Globally competitive production

↓
EXPORTS

Creates rapid industrialisation (Lewis transition model)
Export revenue sustainability / self-reliant growth

 economic growth, raised living standards
Benefit from economies of scale (increased production)

Technology transfer through FI (can pay for imported technology)
Global competition  increasing efficiency

● import substitution / inward-oriented strategies / protectionism:
Protectionism blocks most imports out of economy (combination of tariffs and subsidies)
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 less M means increased D for domestic goods
 domestic producers more efficient due to economies of scale within country, can export

 protection can be removed as exports grow
 growth

But:
-lack of competition domestically means industries become inefficient, industries of comparative advantage
are not necessarily chosen to focus on

-capital imports are often required and must be allowed in: limits job creation / encourages non-labour
intensive industries (not comparative advantage areas); requires other imports to maintain/operate capital
creates current account issues

-protection encourages corruption/black markets/tax evasion...
-tariffs on imports mean producers’ costs of production rise

● commercial loans:
Domestic banks may suffer from lack of loanable funds – must focus on medium-large firms.
Foreign banks may do the same, but also provide increased asset base, better practises

 development domestic financial infrastructure/industry
But foreign banks may not cater for small-scale projects, eg installing water pump, buying a mule...

 “Loan sharks” will lend but charge excessively high interest rates:
-discourages “grass-roots” enterprise
-creates a dual economy

● fair trade organisations:
Producers of agricultural goods in LDCs may only receive Pworld minus profits of middle-men in the supply
chain  lack of income (poverty cycle)
FTOs certify and label producers, provided they meet environmental/labour requirements
FTOs then reduce the number of middle-men in supply chain, and raise consumer awareness in order to
increase farmers’ income:

-enables access to loans
-invest in / build infrastructure
-access to training/education and healthcare

● micro-credit schemes:
Local community banks that finance small projects at reasonable interest rates
-a small credit group is lent a small loan at about 2-3% per month

peer pressure ensures loan is repaid
interest goes towards wages of local bank workers

-supplies liquidity to communities (otherwise have few assets/capital)
-eliminates exploitation by “loan sharks”, prevents dual economy worsening
-encourages enterprise and self-employment, especially for women
-creates a financial institution that all can utilise, can support social/cultural change

● foreign direct investment:
-undertaken by multinational companies, set up offshore subsidiaries to:
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reduce production/distribution/marketing costs (logistics, low tax)
break into FTA areas
lower their environmental standards

-fills investment gap in LDCs
-one-off increase in foreign currency, create some export earnings
(but may have negative effects on BoP in long term...)
-provide tax revenue to government
-increases economic activity, increase AD
-increase competition
-technology transfer

● sustainable development: growth which ensures that it meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs
May limit development policies:
-should minimise risk of producing (irreversible) environmental damage
-sustainable use of resources (especially natural), biodiversity
Global environmental issues require global co-operation:
-global warming (Kyoto)
-ozone depletion

5.5 Evaluation of growth and development strategies
● evaluation of the following in terms of achieving growth and/or development:

aid and trade
FOREIGN AID TRADE

Fills savings gap

*but may become complacent/reliant on aid
*reduces incentive to increase local savings

(Economies of scale) increases market size,
potential income and thus potential savings
Self-reliance is reinforced
Import competition increases efficiency, and
thus productivity and income  savings

*other countries may impose protection,
limiting benefits, especially in agriculture
(area of comparative advantage), WTO

Provides capital and infrastructure

*may be tied to inappropriate projects
*technology may be non-labour intensive,
and not allow LDCs to use labour resources

Provides foreign exchange/currency with
which to buy capital of own choosing
Increased scale of operation means capital
is used more effectively for greater
productivity/income

*poor initial infrastructure will limit benefits
from trade

May provide technical assistance/expertise:
eg health, education, agriculture, taxation

*assistance may be inappropriate to country

Technology transfer
Promotes entrepreneurial skills and
enterprise
Grants independence to people

Can be implemented at local community
level
Not for profit
Long-term

Comparative advantage may free up people
and resources for use in other sectors (as
demand in those sectors increases)
Better resource allocation

*over-specialisation means greater risk
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*may focus on urban sector and encourage
dual economy

*benefits may not be evenly distributed

Essential in emergency / time of crisis

*food can be “hijacked” by corrupt officials
 black market  destabilises markets

*lack of infrastructure may make
distribution difficult

Supports exchange rate and improves
balance of payments

*procurement tied aid is effectively an
export subsidy
*money may return to donor after given
(procurement/project-tied)
*can increase price of materials
(procurement tied) and lessen its own value
*loans-based aid can result in debt trap

Supports exchange rate and improves
balance of payments
Provides foreign exchange to pay overseas
debt or buy capital
Generates no-debt income

*declining/bad terms of trade may mean
balance of payment difficulties

Aid usually given to governments, may not
reach people in need

Provides wider consumer choice

Can be used as a form of imperialism –
donors want something in return

Reduces reliance on other countries

May fluctuate or be reliant on political
relations

Provides ongoing long-term benefits that
accumulate.
Improves international relations

*narrow export base may mean supply
shocks, and fluctuating income

-Stakeholders: government, rural/urban sectors, other countries, poorest people, firms
-Aspects: incomes/productivity, growth/development/equality, BoP, exchange rate, political,
government/authority, infrastructure

-Short-term vs Long-term

market-led and interventionist strategies
interventionist: (government intervention)

-aggregate growth models, Harrod-Domar
-maximise social benefits, minimise negative externalities
-import substitution
-nationalised industries (government ownership), central planning
-limited financial freedom (encourage investment in government sponsored industries)
-artificially high exchange rates (import capital goods at lower price)

market-led: (non-interventionist)
-market liberalisation
-privatisation, land ownership
-encouragement of foreign investment
-macroeconomic structural adjustment (restore macroeconomic equilibrium: restore balance of
payments and government budget balances, stabilise exchange rates); supply-side policies
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INTERVENTIONIST MARKET-LED

Plans require administration, education, efficient
bureaucracy – LDCs may lack these

Requires infrastructure: financial/legal/political
institutions, stability, law & order, security

(integral to operation of markets)
Results in larger government, but revenue does

not increase  government deficits
Education may be a factor

Finance government spending with overseas
loans, increased imports due to high exchange

rate  current account deficit

Have been more successful in general than
interventionist, however have not worked in some

countries (sub-Saharan Africa)
Import substitution through tariffs/subsidies

supports inefficiency
Government industries inefficient through lack of

competition
Central pricing distorts market prices

● the role of international financial institutions:
International Monetary Fund (IMF): to promote international financial stability
-184 member countries, who each contribute some of their own currency to the IMF; in return, have special
drawing rights (SDRs): can draw on the deposit in a different currency

+ Facilitates multilateral payments system between members
+ Maintains stable exchange rates
+ Removes foreign exchange restrictions  encourages world trade and global investment
+ Provides temporary financial assistance in case of balance of payments / exchange rate crisis
Also monitors member countries’ economic/financial policies and gives policy advice; provides governments
and central banks with technical assistance and training  promotes:

-high employment
-sustainable economic growth
-poverty reduction

Uses market oriented supply-side policies; devaluation of exchange rates to improve trade balance;
deflationary policy.

World Bank: consists of 5 institutions:
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development: loans and foreign aid to LDCs
International Development Association: interest-free / soft loans to poorest countries
International Finance Corporation: supports private investment projects in LDCs
Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency: covers economic/political risk to private investors
International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes: host govt vs private investors

+ provides reconstruction assistance following natural disaster
+ humanitarian / relief aid following conflict in countries
+ aid & development projects in LDCs
+ debt relief to poorest countries
+ development of “good governance” institutions
Aims to free trade / reduce tariffs & subsidies against LDCs through WTO

private sector banks
provide loans in LDCs  investment / enterprise
provide financial institutions, training/expertise in institutions
But must focus on medium-/large-sized firms, do not reach grassroots projects, due to high risk
...

non-governmental organisations (NGOs): non-profit group/association that acts outside of institutionalised
political structures and pursues matters of interest to its members by lobbying, persuasion, or direct action
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-not influences by government interests  more trustworthy to public
+ provide direct aid/relief
+ create pressure groups to influence government decisions
+ publicise/educate about conditions in LDCs
+ conduct studies on the effect of international policies on LDCs
May have lack of transparency and democracy in structure (don’t publish income/cost figures)
Can undermine local industry through volunteers

multinational corporations / transnational corporations (MNCs/TNCs)
Invest into LDCs: provide investment, exports, capital/technology transfers, employment, training/healthcare
for workers
But:

-may result in BoP problems if profits go back overseas
-production may take place of local production and then take profits back overseas
(should be in export or import-replacement industries)
-profit driven: may exploit workers or natural resources in country

...

commodity agreements: agreement among producing and consuming countries to improve the functioning of
the global market for a commodity
-administrative: provides information
-economic: influences world price; uses buffer stock schemes
Aim to reduce price fluctuations (set output levels) and raise the long-run price level.

-quotas limit production of each supplier  determines revenue
-government involvement; overseen by UN Conference for Trade and Development

eg OPEC, other agricultural goods – rubber, cocoa, coffee, tin, zinc, lead, sugar, grains...
May be anti-globalisation and promote inefficiency
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